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What is Singularity?

An open-source container runtime born out of the needs of HPC users

Developed by Greg Kurtzer at LBNL from 2015
Now led by Sylabs Inc. and the Singularity community

Allows you to build and run containers on an shared system, without 
needing to convince your administrator to install docker

Uses existing docker / OCI containers, or create your own Singularity 
containers



Designed Specifically for Compute

● Drop-in compatibility with nearly every 
environment

● Native support for: GPUs, Infiniband, MPI, 
parallel file systems, Cloud and Edge 
computing

● Optimized for performance and security

○ https://insidehpc.com/2019/06/benchmarking-mpi-ap
plications-in-singularity-containers-on-traditional-hpc
-and-cloud-infrastructures/

● Blocks privilege escalation within the container

○ Users run as themselves, not root

https://insidehpc.com/2019/06/benchmarking-mpi-applications-in-singularity-containers-on-traditional-hpc-and-cloud-infrastructures/
https://insidehpc.com/2019/06/benchmarking-mpi-applications-in-singularity-containers-on-traditional-hpc-and-cloud-infrastructures/
https://insidehpc.com/2019/06/benchmarking-mpi-applications-in-singularity-containers-on-traditional-hpc-and-cloud-infrastructures/


Singularity Image Format (SIF) container provides:

➔ Single file (no intermediate layers to)
➔ Immutable base image
➔ Cryptographic signing & verification
➔ Reproducibility

Other containers... Singularity

Singularity Image Format (SIF)



Sylabs Cloud cloud.sylabs.io

Singularity Library

Share containers with others, or keep a private 
collection.

Tag containers or pull images by hash for 
reproducibility.

Free service currently offers 11GB quota.



Sylabs Cloud cloud.sylabs.io

Remote Builder

Build containers in the cloud, when you don’t have a 
Linux machine handy, or can’t use root / fakeroot.

Offers a way to ease builds for non-Intel systems.
(On-premise enterprise version)

Free service offers 1,000 build minutes per month 
(rolling).



Sylabs Cloud cloud.sylabs.io

Keystore

Stores public keys against a Sylabs account.

Allow images pulled from the library to be verified as 
signed by an individual, and unmodified.

Free service



Get Singularity

Open Source: https://github.com/sylabs/singularity

For your Mac: https://sylabs.io/singularity-desktop-macos/ 

Paid Supported: https://sylabs.io/singularity/

(EPEL for RHEL / CentOS - community packaged, not from Sylabs)

https://github.com/sylabs/singularity
https://sylabs.io/singularity-desktop-macos/
https://sylabs.io/singularity/


Running a Container



$ singularity exec --nv docker://tensorflow/tensorflow:latest-gpu python
Python 2.7.12 (default, Dec  4 2017, 14:50:18) 
[GCC 5.4.0 20160609] on linux2
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>> import tensorflow as tf
>>> x1 = tf.constant([1,2,3,4])
>>> x2 = tf.constant([5,6,7,8])
>>> result = tf.multiply(x1, x2)
>>> print(result)
Tensor("Mul:0", shape=(4,), dtype=int32)
>>> exit()
$

Accessing the Host’s GPU With Tensorflow



Pulling a Container



Running from a SIF



Building from Docker to SIF



Building from Docker to SIF



Building from a Definition File

Bootstrap: docker

From: debian:buster

%post

apt-get update

apt-get -y install curl

%runscript

curl -s https://wttr.in



Building from a Definition File

Bootstrap: docker

From: debian:buster

%post

apt-get update

apt-get -y install curl

%runscript

curl -s https://wttr.in

Where to get our base container

What base container to use

Things to do during the build

What happens when we ‘run’



Building from a Definition File

--fakeroot if you don’t have sudo / root (requires user namespace)
--remote if you need a remote build in the cloud



Sign….. and Verify



A Simple Workflow
I need to run a tensorflow model, and some scripts I know work on my Debian VM... 

Tensorflow 1.14 Post-Analysis 
Scripts

ResultsData

… and want to run this with GPUs on a older CentOS 6 cluster
… or in AWS on a GPU instance
… or on a fast workstation down the hall

Model 
Code



A Simple Workflow

Prepare…

singularity pull tflow114.sif docker://tensorflow/tensorflow:1.14.0-gpu

sudo singularity build myscripts.sif myscripts.def

Copy the containers and data to the cluster, then simply run / submit 2 lines:

singularity run --nv tflow114.sif mymodel.py mydata.in

singularity run myscripts.sif mymodel.out

Keep the containers and your data, and you can run it again, reproducibly & easily.



Workflow Tool Integrations

Native support for using Singularity containers in:

(cwltool, toil)



Documentation & Examples

https://sylabs.io/docs/

https://github.com/sylabs/examples  

https://sylabs.io/docs/
https://github.com/sylabs/examples


Community Resources

https://sylabs.io/resources/community 

https://sylabs.io/resources/community


Questions?

David Trudgian

david.trudgian@sylabs.io 
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